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A. SECTION ONE: LISTENING (2.0 pts) 

Part 1: Listen to the passage and then answer the questions below. (1pt) 

1. When is Hue Festival held? 

______________________________________ 

2. Can visitors see sporting activites at the Hue Festival ? 

______________________________________ 

3. Does Peter prepare a five-fruit tray and make jam and Chung cakes to welcome Tet? 

______________________________________ 

 

4. Where is the Lim festival? 

______________________________________ 

 

5. What kind of singing is performed on dragon boat? 

______________________________________ 

Part 2: Listen to the passage write True(T) or False (F). (1pt) 

1. Nguyen don’t think country life could be so interesting.  ……………. 

2. Nguyen sometimes goes herding the buffaloes with the boys. ……………. 

3. Rice isn’t transpoted home on bufalo-drawn carts.   ……………. 

4. Nick would like to visit the countryside at harvest time.  ……………. 

5. Nguyen thinks life in the countryside is faster than that in the city.……………. 

B. SECTION TWO: USE OF LANGUAGE (2.0 points) 

Part 1: Circle the word which has a different stress pattern from the others: 

(0.6pts) 

1. A. magician  B. musician  C. confusion  D. information 

2. A. complication B. procession C. historian  D. librarian 

3. A. physician  B. pollution  C. vegetarian D. beautician 

Part 2: Circle the word having different sound in the underlined part. (0.4pts) 

1. A. socialise  B. station  C. accept  D. basket 

2. A. culture  B. carnival  C. cutlery  D. countryside 

Part 3: Choose the one word or phrase A,B,C or D that best complete sentences: 

(1pt) 

1. My sister enjoys………………….crafts, especially bracelets. 

A. Make  B. making  C. made  D. makes 

2. A Buffalo ploughs …………………….than a horse. 

A. More well  B. badly  C. better  D. weller 

3.Viet Nam is ……………………multicultural  country with 54 ethnic groups. 

A. a    B. an   C. the   D. O 

4.You …………………wear shorts when going to the pagodar. 

A. Should  B. don’t have to  C. have to  D. shouldn’t 



5.……………Tien Dung was a daughter of the 18th Hung King, she married a poor 

man, Chu Dong Tu. 

A. Because  B. Even though C. Therefore  D. and 

C. SECTION THREE: READING : (2.0pts) 

Part 1: Read the passage, then answer the following questions: (1pt) 

Li xi" is an important part in Vietnam’s customs of Tet Festival, especially with 

children. It is a small amount of money that can bring good fortune to the upcoming year. 

However, "li xi" is not limited only on the first day, but can even last to the 9th or 10th day 

of Tet Festival, and given when the adults first met the kids. 

Besides the money, the tiny red envelope also has its own meaning. It represents the secrecy 

and privacy to avoid comparison as adults want children to regard the money as the gift of 

New Year, instead of being jealous of receiving less than other kids. The red color, the most 

popular color appearing in Vietnamese festivals, signifies the prosperity and great luck 

according to Asian’s beliefs.In the morning of the first day of Lunar New Year, children 

and parents will visit grandparents’ home, wishing for a happy new year and great health, 

showing respect and gratitude, and giving gifts. After that, it is grandparents and adults’ 

turn to give children lucky money to welcome their new age 

1. Choose True or False (0,4pts) 

a. “ Li xi” is limited only on the first day.                    ……………………… 

b. The tiny red envelope represents the secrecy and privacy to avoid chidren’s 

comparison ………………. 

2. Answer the questions: (0.6pt) 

a.For how long can the custom be applied? 

______________________________________ 

b. What does the red color signify? 

______________________________________ 

c.When do children and parents visit grandparent’s home? 

______________________________________ 

Part 2: Complete the following  passage using the follwing words, one of them is extra 

(1.0pt) 
 

delicious; place;  well;  alive;  consider;  festival 

 

Vu Lan Festival takes (1)_______on 15 th of the seven lunar month. It is one of the 

largest festivals of Viet nam. Vietnamese people (2)……………that it is an occasion for 

family gatherings as (3) ______ as expressing love and gratitude to ancestors and parents. 

Vu Lan festival is known as Mother’s Day in Viet Nam. First, in the morning of that day, a 

lavish tray with various (4)________dishes is set on the altar, and the householder will burn 

incense and invite ancestor to come back home and celebrate with family. Then, at night the 

Vietnamese hold a ceremony of releasing lighted lanterns on the river, they believe by 

doing that their wishes for parents will come true. They also go to the pagoda, wearing 

either a red rose if their mothers are (5) _________ or white rose if their mothers have 

passed away. 

D.SECTION FOUR: WRITING: (2.0 pts) 

Part 1: Rewrite these sentences, so that their meaning stays the same, using the 

beginning given for each (0.6pts) 

1. My brother dislikes listening to pop music. 

- My brother doesn’t ______________________________________ 

 

 



2. The countryside is more peaceful than the city. (equal comparison) 

- The city ______________________________________ 

3. We shouldn’t miss this festival because it’s one of the most famous festivals. 

- It’s ______________________________________  

Part 2: Make complete sentences by using the given words (0.4pts) 

1. Although/ they/ not Christian,/ family/the custom of giving presents/ Christmas 

  ______________________________________ 

2. When/ the An invaders/ come/ Viet Nam,/ the three-year-old boy/ grow up/ very fast/ 

defeat/them. 

 ______________________________________ 

Part 3: Put the words in the correct order to make complete sentences. (1.0 pt) 

1. Shouldn’t/ on the first day/ you/ According to/ sweep the floor/ of Tet./ tradition. 

______________________________________ 

2. Vietnamese/ Nick/ learning/ adores/. 

______________________________________ 

3. Slim/,/ If/want/you/to stay/eat/more healthily/ have to/ you/. 

______________________________________ 

4. While/ A fairy/ was crying/ appeared/ she/. 

______________________________________ 

5. A time/ moreover/,/our ancestors;/Tet/to worship/ is/ for us/ it’s/ family reunion/ also 

a time/for/. 

______________________________________ 

 

 

THE END  


